Events & Celebrations

DRIFT Beach Dubai is the awardwinning beachfront destination at the
One&Only Royal Mirage where style and
effortless luxury meet.
With a stunning infinity pool, overlooking
1 km of prime beachfront and lush
landscaped surroundings offering
panoramic views of Palm Island Bay
and Dubai’s iconic skyline, DRIFT was
created to delight the most discerning guests.

DRIFT RESTAURANT
Under the artful direction of Chef de
Cuisine Sylvain Noël, DRIFT Restaurant
showcases an innovative take on classic
Provençal cuisine. An emphasis on the
finest organic ingredients, freshness and
simplicity delivers a culinary indulgence,
complemented by an innovative cocktail
menu curated by mixologist Ruslan
Svezhenko. Tailor-made menus and
beverage packages are guaranteed to
satisfy all taste buds.
150 pax seated | 200 pax standing

POOL & BAR
DRIFT’s striking bar area is designed
for sociable evenings under the stars.
Overlooking the beach, there’s no better
place to catch the sunset. For bigger
parties, takeover the DRIFT pool area for a
stunning view of the marina skyline. If live
cooking stations and pass-around canapés
are more suitable than a sit-down dinner,
the DRIFT pool and bar are fantastic
solutions.
Pool area 500 pax standing | Bar 200 pax standing

The Private Beach cabana
The Private Beach Cabana is an elegantly designed space, ideal for exclusive events for groups.
The cabana is fitted with a flat screen tv & sound system, has a comfortable indoor lounge sitting
area, shower and changing facilities. Featuring an infinity pool with four water loungers and a
spacious terrace in a private garden by the sea with mesmerizing views of Dubai’s iconic skyline,
the Private Beach Cabana is a unique location for an elegant corporate meeting, an original private
celebration, an exclusive cocktail reception or a one of a kind product launch.

WEDDING DESTINATION
Destination wedding or elegant outdoor reception our events team of professionals will craft your dream wedding.
Located at majestic One&Only Royal Mirage - DRIFT is a unique wedding venue to
leave your guests at awe.

Private
Celebrations

We are dedicated to creating an event
your guests will talk about for years.
Plan your customised birthday party,
engagement gatherings or lavish wedding
receptions in a spectacular venue with a
stunning sky backdrop. Our talented team of
experienced culinary and service professionals,
will ensure that your event will bring out
your true, individual style!

Corporate
Events

DRIFT is designed to cater for a
variety of events.
From complete venue buyouts to
product launches and fashion shows
to cocktail receptions and corporate
celebrations. Having delivered a great
amount of unforgettable events since its
opening, DRIFT can enhance an event
with customised menus, endless set up
options and personalised service.
We have hosted high-end events for
luxury brands such as Louis Vuitton,
Harper’s Bazaar Arabia, Piaget, Orlebar
Brown and many more.

Let us organise everything for you.
Just sit back and feel the effortless elegance.

Extra information
Experienced Events team with attention to detail
Bespoke variety of food & beverage packages tailor made to your needs
Stunning views of the Marina skyline & The Palm Island Bay
Creative live entertainment options
Zone-controlled state-of-the-art sound system
Beautiful landscaped garden and lawn
Striking sunset pool bar lounge

For further information
please contact
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1km of private beachfront

driftbeachdubai.com
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Tel: +971 (0)4 315 2200
events@driftbeachdubai.com

Monorail Station

Located at One&Only Royal Mirage, Dubai

@driftbeachdubai
@driftbeachdubai

